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1)	Is it possible to test, using fMRI, whether a particular brain region is required for the conscious awareness of a particular sensory stimulus (or to the performance of a particular cognitive task)?  If so, suggest how you would do so.  If not, state why you draw this conclusion. 

2)	How can animal imaging studies contribute to our understanding of human fMRI results?  What other types of studies (animal or human) contribute to our understanding of human fMRI results?  For each, state explicitly how they contribute.

3)	What are the perceptual implications of robust cortical plasticity within a somatotopic map?  How might cortical maleability be adaptive (increase function) and how might it be maladaptive (decrease function)?  Be sure to discuss both the spatial and temporal scale of reorganization and the implications of these relative factors.

4)	Name 3 questions in the study of language and its neural representation that is best answered with functional imaging and, equally importantly, 3 questions that cannot be addressed with fMRI or like approaches.

5)	Describe in as much detail as you can all the neural processing that is going on during the fMRI task described below.  State explicitly whether or not you could detect this activity in the recorded fMRI data.  Note what additional information you would need if you were being asked to analyze this data (e.g. how you would tease out each component of interest).

Subject lies supine in scanner, eyes open, box with 3 buttons (one under each of the first three fingers of their right hand) held throughout, earphones on connected to stereo playing a pre-recorded Red Sox game.  Each foot is resting against a flat surface that can vibrate at four different intensities.  The task is to respond as fast as possible to the onset of each randomly occurring vibration (can be left or right foot), using the button that best describes whether the intensity of the vibration is 1-less than, 2- same as, or 3- stronger than they felt on the previous stimulus.  There is a flash of light for 80 milliseconds just prior to the onset of each stimulus.  Subjects have been trained immediately prior to scanning by experiencing each one of the four intensities of vibration once only.  


